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A Critical View Upon Religion In Wilkie Collins' The Black Robe

While a famous English writer, Wilkie Collins manages to anger the Catholic church by writing his novel
The Black Robe. In it the main protagonist is not a member of the church yet a Catholic priest tries to
convince him to join it.

The main character of the novel is Lewis Romayne - a seemingly rich Englishman. The story starts by
showing him and his friend going to Boulogne where they are visiting Romayne's dying aunt. While there,
Romayne engages in a game of cards in which he has a dispute with a General who is cheating. The General
provokes him to a duel which Romayne is unwilling to participate in. However, he is forced to, only to see
that the General himself hasn't come and instead he has appointed his son to the duel. His son is a remarkable
shot and he is most likely to win the duel. Against all odds, Romayne manages to kill his opponent by
accident, a mistake which will cost him his peace of mind for the rest of his life.

Romayne is now haunted by the screams of the boy he killed. Nothing he does seems to get the ghost to go
away, and so he goes to London to visit Lord Loring - an old friend. The latter is a patriarch in a Catholic
family, and events will have it that the priest of the family and a high member of the Church will try to
convert Romayne. The real motive for doing so is that Romayne's estate was previously owned by the
Church and the priest wants to bring it back where he believes it belongs.

Wilkie Collins was criticized by the Church for promoting these seemingly anti-religious views which were
popular at that time. Regardless, The Black Robe is an interesting book aimed at open-minded people who
enjoy a good read.
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From reader reviews:

Stephanie Rodriguez:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book and so. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of
new details. When you read a guide you will get new information mainly because book is one of a number of
ways to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, looking at a book will make you more
imaginative. When you reading a book especially fictional works book the author will bring that you imagine
the story how the characters do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to other people. When you
read this The Black Robe, you may tells your family, friends and also soon about yours book. Your
knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a book.

Terry Dansby:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the time or they will get lot
of stress from both everyday life and work. So , if we ask do people have free time, we will say absolutely
indeed. People is human not a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity are you experiencing
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then do
you ever try this one, reading guides. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, the book you
have read will be The Black Robe.

Anne Hernandez:

In this particular era which is the greater man or who has ability in doing something more are more precious
than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you should do is
just spending your time not much but quite enough to get a look at some books. On the list of books in the
top collection in your reading list is actually The Black Robe. This book which can be qualified as The
Hungry Slopes can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking way up and review this e-book you
can get many advantages.

Eric Baur:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
from the book. Book is created or printed or illustrated from each source which filled update of news. In this
modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media social
including newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, book and comic. You can add
your understanding by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just seeking the The
Black Robe when you essential it?
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